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In addition, various conference

ends and transactional work

surfaces can be added on.

Bravo can also be used 

with most panel systems,

including Crescendo®.

Overhead units, tool rails,

tackable privacy screens, 

task lighting, shelving, paper

management systems and

much more are all available,

making Bravo the ultimate 

in versatility.

Simple, Flexible, Modular.

Bravo Desk works in any

office system. As needs

change, Bravo Desk can 

be configured to meet them.

BRAVO™ DESK

UNICOR

Bravo™ FreeStanding Desk

puts you in charge. With a

vast array of sizes, shapes,

colors and features, you 

have the opportunity to

choose the perfect desk for

your office. Free standing,

modular componentry allows

Bravo to fit the individual

needs of the end user.

Available in 12 paint colors, 

5 trim colors and all standard

laminate and fabric offerings,

Bravo is at home in any 

office decor.

Beyond the simple rectangular

work surface, Bravo gives 

the end user the choice of 

many transition, peninsula

and corner work surfaces. 

CLUSTER

GROUPINGS
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Screens come in a variety of
heights and widths. Various
materials are available to create
either a semi-private or a fully
private work environment.

Power poles fit neatly into 
the worksurface grommet to
allow ceiling feeding of power
and data.

Power stanchions can be used 
to create a solid 4-way privacy
screen intersection. Power and
data modules are easily relocat-
able and configurable for 
multiple user needs.

Optional tool rails can be
placed at many different
heights to suit the user.

BRAVO™ DESK

UNICOR 3

Bravo screens are mounted 
to worksurfaces using 
aesthetically designed sail
brackets. These brackets 
offer excellent stability and
allow for stackable screen
conditions.  

Stackable screens neatly 
converge in a four-way 
screen intersection.
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Classic XXI® and Crescendo®

panels attach neatly to Bravo
with an attachment bracket.

Optional cable troughs 
with a full backpack cover 
are available for situations 
that warrant them.

Power from other UNICOR
systems products can be 
integrated easily to power
Bravo workstations and vice
versa.

Partial modesty panel option
shown on the left and full
modesty panel option shown
on the right, give the user a
choice depending on where
the desk is placed.

Power is available above or
below the worksurface of
Bravo where it is easily 
accessible.

Power cord clutter is reduced
by hiding excess cabling
behind stanchion covers.

BRAVO™ DESK

UNICOR

data systems. Wire troughs

and cord management keep

cables organized and out of

the way. Stanchions that 

support overhead units also

house electrical and data

receptacles or faceplates,

bringing unsurpassed 

flexibility to the worksurface

for the end user.

The modern office requires

power and data integration.

The versatility of Bravo

provides unlimited options for

user-friendly work surfaces.

The electrical and data 

capabilities of Bravo are

state-of-the-art. Based on a

ten-wire electrical system,

Bravo™ Desk can be 

configured with up to six 

circuits to accommodate

computers, printers, lighting,

and much more. Power and

data outlets can be hidden

above or below the work 

surface to maintain the clean

look of the end user’s office.

Bravo delivers many 

convenience and safety 

features for the electrical and 

EXECUTIVE

OFFICE
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Desktop grommet covers 
easily open and close to 
allow access into the desk
legs and wireways.

Full end panels enhance 
privacy and provide full 
enclosure when desired.

BRAVO™ DESK

UNICOR 5

Many combinations of power
and data can be run in the
power poles. Data cables 
are separated by an aluminum
divider from the steel sheathed
power.

Partial transition end panels
can be configured at desk 
intersections to allow for
greater leg room.
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BRAVO™ DESK

UNICOR

is compatible with other 

UNICOR systems which

enhances the facility managers

ability to integrate new and

old product inventories.

Power from other UNICOR

systems can be easily inte-

grated into the Bravo Desk 

as well. Power cords, data

cables, telephone lines and

more are hidden in cable

troughs, behind stanchion

covers, or along modesty

panels to maximize your 

work surface and keep it 

free of clutter.

With multiple colors and 

finishes, painted or uphol-

stered privacy screen frames,

electrical routing systems,

and the compatibility with

many panel systems, 

Bravo Desk meets the 

ever-changing needs of

today’s professional. 

Bravo is a perfect marriage 

of form and function. Its top-

end fit and finish sits on an

incredibly durable and easy 

to assemble steel frame. It

offers unlimited possibilities

when designing all types of

work environments, every-

thing from reception areas 

to an executive office.

Providing a comfortable, 

integrated work area that

accommodates electronics

and still portrays a stylish,

contemporary image is a con-

tinuous challenge for facility

planners. Work areas must

also have the ability to adapt

and change as needs grow.

The simplicity, flexibility and

design of the Bravo™ Desk

delivers the solution.

Workstation components

including worksurfaces, 

overhead storage and electrical

INTEGRATION
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Bravo Desk 
shown here in 
freestanding 
private office 
configuration.
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BRAVO™ DESK

UNICOR 7

Bravo shown here with available screens.

Bravo shown here wrapped with segmented Crescendo panels.
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BRAVO™ DESK

UNICOR

www.unicor.gov

CATP700
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